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EMCO Remote Shutdown

Automatic Shutdown and Wake-on-LAN of Network PCs
An  integrated  software  power  management  solution  for  networks.  It  allows  you  to  centrally  manage
network  PCs  and  make  remote  shutdown,  Wake-on-LAN,  reboot,  power  off,  hibernate  and  other
operations. You can easily manage any single  PCs or groups of PCs with just a few  mouse  clicks.  Remote
operations  can  be  executed  on  demand  or  automatically  according  with  defined  schedule,  so  you  can
organize fully automatic power management for your organization. 

According  with  latest  researches  near  a  40%  of  office  PCs  stay
turned  on  at  non-business  hours.  With  a  software  power
management  solution  you  can  automatically  shutdown  and  wake
up PCs to reduce  you energy consumption and save  up to $50  per
PC per year.

EMCO Remote Shutdown is an network solution that allows you to
centrally manage PCs in the  local network. Using it you can  select
one  or  multiple  PCs  in  the  network  and  launch  their  shutdown,
wake up, reboot and other typical PC management operations. All
operations  are  customizable.  For  example,  when  you  run  remote
shutdown,  you  can  choose  a  options  to  display  a  message  on
remote PCs and allow remote users to cancel a shutdown.

All remote  operations can be  scheduled, so you can use  EMCO Remote  Shutdown to create  your own  power  management  plan.
This plan can include many remote operations with different PCs that will be executed automatically according with their schedule
settings.

Main Features and Benefits
EMCO  Remote  Shutdown  is  a  cost-effective  software  solution  for  power  management  of  remote  PCs.  It  doesn't  require  any
investments into hardware and deployment across your organization. You can setup it in minutes and start saving on energy costs
immediately by reducing energy wasting. Make your organization greener and help to save the planet.

Remote PC Power Management 4

Simplify your network  administration tasks by managing state
of  all  remote  PCs  directly  from  your  workplace.  Make  one-
click power management of individual PC and PC groups.

Manage PCs in domains and workgroups 

Make remote shutdown, WOL, reboot, log off, etc.

Allow operations cancellation on remote side

Get an execution status report for every operation

Auto Shutdown and Wake-on-LAN 4

Automate  power  management  in  your  organization  by
scheduling  tasks  for  PCs  turning  on  and  off,  hibernating,  etc.
Create individual schedules for different groups of PCs.

Launch tasks on demand or according to schedule 

Use visual calendar for tasks tracking and planning

Add one-time and recurrent tasks to schedule

Setup to work on background in the System Tray

Need more information about EMCO Remote Shutdown features? Take a look at feature list for details. 

http://emcosoftware.com
mailto:emco@emcosoftware.com
http://emcosoftware.com/remote-shutdown/screenshots#01
http://emcosoftware.com/remote-shutdown/feature-list
http://emcosoftware.com/remote-shutdown/feature-list
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Remote PC Power Management

Software Solution for Computer Networks

An  automatic  PC  power  management  software  for  networks.  It  allows  you  to  make  a  central  remote  power  management  of
network PCs. Directly from your workplace you can get an access to any PC in the  local network  to make a shutdown, Wake-on-
LAN, reboot and other operations. You can simplify power management tasks and make power on and off for group of computers
at once either manually or according with an automatic power management scheme.

Centralized PC power management is one of the  key aspects of the
effective  network  administration.  The  main  benefit  of  using
software  power  management  solution  is  easy  management  of
remote  PCs,  because  administrators  can  turn  on  and  off  all
computers  across  the  network  remotely.  This  solution  doesn't
require  hardware  upgrade  or  significant  investment,  but  allows
organizing  an  automatic  power  management,  reducing  energy
consumption and saving up to 200 kWh/year per PC or $50 per PC
annually.

EMCO Remote  Shutdown is a PC power management  application
which helps you to  manage  network  PCs  located  in  domains  and
workgroups.

It  doesn't  require  any  scripting  or  special  configuration  to  change  state  of  remote  PCs.  You  only  need  to  select  the  remote
operation and PCs where it will be executed. The list of supported operations includes Shutdown, Wake-on-LAN, Reboot, Log Off,
Hibernate, Sleep, Lock  and Unlock  input devices (keyboard and mouse). You can run  them  on  one  or  multiple  selected  PCs  at
once either manually or by a schedule.

Main Features and Benefits
The main advantage  of using EMCO Remote  Shutdown as PC  power  management  solution  is  a  simplicity  or  its  launching  and
maintenance.  You  don't  need  to  change  or  upgrade  your  network  hardware,  because  application  can  successfully  run  on  the
existing one. And you can setup and launch application in your environment  within  few  minutes  with  no  special  knowledge  or
training.

Remote PC Power Management

Turn  network  PCs  on/off  by  executing  Wake-on-LAN  and
Shutdown operations remotely. Reduce power consumption by
switching remote PCs to a Sleep or Hibernate mode.

Remote PC State Management

Make an  unattended  Reboot  of  network  PCs  and  force  current
active user to Log Off. Lock and Unlock  keyboard and mouse  on
remote PCs. Display notification messages on remote PCs.

Operations Cancellation

Configure remote operations with an option to cancel them on
the remote  side. It helps, for example, to make a shutdown  of
all desktops and allow active users to continue their work.

Operating in Domains and Workgroups

Manage remote  PCs located in workgroups and domains from a
central  location.  No  special  requirements  for  network
configuration, except an administrative access to remote PCs.

Custom Network Grouping

Create custom groups of PCs to reorganize  network  structure.
These groups help to launch remote  operations easier with no
needs to configure a set of target PCs every single time.

Application Log

Get detailed information about all executed operations. For every
operation  check  its  status  and  execution  results  on  target  PCs.
Get troubleshooting information in case of errors.

http://emcosoftware.com
mailto:emco@emcosoftware.com
http://emcosoftware.com/remote-shutdown/screenshots#04
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Auto Shutdown and Wake-on-LAN

Software Solution for PC Networks

A software  power management  solution  for  automatic  shutdown  and  wake  up  of  network  PCs.  It  provides  you  with  ability  to
manage all PCs in your organization remotely from the  central location. Using flexible  scheduling mechanism you can automate
shutdown, wake up, hibernate, reboot and other operations to be  executed on defined time. Such automatic  power management
allows your organization become greener, reduce power consumption and save energy costs.

Did you know that near a half of office  desktops  remain  powered
on  during  non-work  hours,  including  evenings  and  weekends.
These PCs are operating yet unused for more than 55 hours a week.
Applying automatic  power management system can reduce  power
wasting and can save  up  to  $50  per  PC  per  year.  From  the  global
prospective, applying effective  power management only in US  can
save  approximately 15 million  megawatt  hours,  enough  electricity
to  light  8  million  homes.  It  would  also  prevent  6  million  tons  of
CO2  emissions,  equivalent  to  removing  1  million  cars  from  the
road.

With EMCO Remote Shutdown you can automate shutdown and wake up PCs across your organization to switch them off at the
end of the  day and switch on the  next morning. All operations can be  configured according to your needs. For example, you can
make auto shutdown of different PC groups in different time, but turn them on simultaneously. Or you can  schedule  Wake-on-
LAN to repeat every day, except weekends. Configured operations will be executed on defined date and time.

Main Features and Benefits
EMCO  Remote  Shutdown  is  power  management  software  that  allows  you  making  an  auto  shutdown  and  wake  up  PCs  across
organization. Once configured, it's able to work in a standalone, automatic mode to execute remote operation and manage state  of
remote PCs according to defined schedule. It is easy to setup and manage using a simple visual interface.

Automatic Task Execution

Setup  remote  operations  for  automatic  execution  on  defined
date  and  time.  Application  automatically  tracks  configured
tasks and launch them when their start conditions are reached.

One-time and Recurrent Tasks

Select  recurrence  options  during  a  task  configuration.  You  can
setup a task  for one-time execution in defined date  and time  or
recurrent task to be executed daily, weekly, monthly, etc.

Visual Scheduler

Manage  task  execution  schedule  using  powerful  visual
scheduler. Change tasks startup conditions by moving them on
schedule. Switch schedule preview modes and zoom.

Operating in System Tray

Put  operation  into  a  System  Tray  to  run  in  background  and
execute  scheduled tasks.  Add  application  to  Windows  autostart
folder in order to launch it automatically after reboot.

Task Management

Track  status  and  progress  of  the  remote  tasks  execution.
Terminate task execution on a particular PC or all PCs at once.
Get detailed task execution progress information for every PC.

Task Execution Results

Check execution status for every completed  task.  For  every  PC,
where  it  was  executed,  get  information  about  launch  time,
execution result and troubleshooting info in case of error.

http://emcosoftware.com
mailto:emco@emcosoftware.com
http://emcosoftware.com/remote-shutdown/screenshots#03
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Awards
Year after year, EMCO Remote Shutdown receives various awards from editors and readers of leading IT resources. These  awards
are acknowledgement of the advanced product design, good usability and our commitment to quality.

Advantages and Benefits
Following is a list of top advantages and unique features that distinguish the product among others on the market. Take a look how
you can use product features in your day-to-day work and what benefits you can get from it.

Make One-Click Management of all PCs in the Network

EMCO Remote Shutdown is a network product that was specially designed to manage PCs remotely from the  central
location. Using it you can centrally manage particular PC, groups of PCs or even all computers in you local network
to  execute  shutdown,  reboot,  power  on  and  other  operations.  Unlike  other  tools  on  the  market,  EMCO  Remote
Shutdown is optimized to manage multiple  or even numerous computers, so you can make  single  click  operations
with a group of computers with no need to setup or manage them separately. 

Automate PCs Turning On and Off According with a Schedule

You  can  completely  free  yourself  from  all  routine  network  PCs  management  tasks,  such  as,  for  example,  PCs
shutdown  at  evening  and  turning  them  on  at  morning.  EMCO  Remote  Shutdown  can  execute  automatically  all
remote  tasks that should be  performed on a  regular  basis.  You  only  need  to  select  required  operation,  list  of  PCs
where  it  will  be  launched  and  schedule  execution  using  flexible  scheduling  options.  You  can  configure  as  many
schedules, as you need to fully automate PC management in your company or organization.

Manage PCs Remotely with no Use of Expensive Hardware

With EMCO Remote  Shutdown you don't need to spend thousands dollars to equip every PC  by  expensive  remote
power  switches  and  control  hardware.  All  remote  actions  can  be  performed  and  controlled  from  the  central
management console that can be  installed on any PC. Using EMCO Remote  Shutdown you can manage remote  PCs
located in Windows domains and workgroups.  There  are  no  specific  requirements  for  remote  PCs  and  you  don't
need to manually configure every PC - you only need to have an administrative access to manage them remotely.

Reduce Electric Energy Demand and Help to Save the Planet

In spite of hardware vendors' efforts to reduce power consumption, our PCs are still energy-intensive  devices and we
need to turn them off to prevent energy wasting. Large  companies  and  organizations  loose  thousands  dollars  each
year by paying for the work of idling PCs. Applying an effective  power management system, such as EMCO Remote
Shutdown, can help you not only to cut your power bills and prolong a life of the hardware, but also contribute to save
a natural resources of our Planet and help to make it greener.

Save Costs to Launch Remote Management System

With the  average  price  $1 per managed PC and no additional maintenance  expenses EMCO Remote  Shutdown can
pay  for  itself  within  a  couple  of  months  and  guarantees  the  lowest  total  cost  of  ownership.  You  can  compare
application features and the  price  with solutions from other vendors that that charge  $25 or more  per managed PC
and  require  manual  work  for  application  deployment  and  setup  on  every  PC  with  no  ability  of  the  centralized
management.

http://emcosoftware.com
mailto:emco@emcosoftware.com
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EMCO Remote Shutdown Links
Product Overview: http://emcosoftware.com/remote-shutdown

Downloads: http://emcosoftware.com/remote-shutdown/download

Purchase: http://emcosoftware.com/remote-shutdown/purchase

http://emcosoftware.com
mailto:emco@emcosoftware.com
http://emcosoftware.com/remote-shutdown
http://emcosoftware.com/remote-shutdown/download
http://emcosoftware.com/remote-shutdown/purchase
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